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Promoting and protecting the Bill of Rights, 

especially the Second Amendment  

Meltdown Slows Video Production  
The LR-308 Part 2 video footage, brought the Im4Rights laptop to its 

knees in September.  Im4Rights videos have previously been edited on 

a Dell laptop, circa 2014, with 4 Gig of RAM using an editing program 

that requires 16 Gig of RAM.  Needless to say, when we tried to edit 

over an hour of video, the little ol’ laptop that used to say I think I can, I 

think I can, said, I quit!  Even trying to edit smaller videos required only 

the video editing program running and constantly rebooting when 

available memory was expended.  Editing a 10 minute video could take 

many hours.   

When the laptop gave up the ghost it was time for a more powerful 

machine that could handle the task.  Im4Rights did not just run down to 

There is an old prepper’s acronym, TEOTWAWKI, that stands for the 

end of the world as we know it, and lately I’ve heard many people utter 

the phrase, “we just need to accept the “new normal.”  If this is true, 

the end of the world as we know it has already occurred, and we are 

forced to reset our vision of the world, and get ready for the next TEOT-

WAWKI.   

How many of us were prepared for the fact that our world could be  so 

drastically, quickly, and perhaps permanently changed by those elected 

and unelected to whom we have ceded authority.  In the blink of an 

eye, they turned this nation into a cowering and compliant group of 

subjects (as opposed to citizens).  Meanwhile, the economy was devas-

tated and much of the Bill of Rights violated… all without hardly a peep 

out of “We the People.”  That is until BLM and Antifa began rioting in the 
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TEOTWAWKI(continued)  
streets; not over the economic devastation and violations of the Bill of 

Rights, but over supposed racism, white supremacy and white privilege.  Of 

course, everyone being cooped up for months probably helped incite riots. 

Viking Preparedness, on Patreon, is fond of saying, it doesn’t matter what 

the cause is or was; the question is are you prepared to deal with the chang-

es that occur.  The coming election will be a watershed moment in our coun-

try’s history.  Are you prepared should it go one way or the other? 

What if violence ramps up?  What if our rights to free speech, freedom of 

religion, freedom from unreasonable search and seziure, due process, and 

the right to keep and bear arms are further restricted?   What if things re-

turn to the “old normal?”  It’s still not too late to prepare for what may 

come.  Start now, if you haven’t already.  Preparedness topics will become 

more of a focus in this newsletter and on the Im4Rights social media outlets. 

After a long delay due to editing issues, 

Part 2 of the series is up on YouTube and 

Patreon.  Of course, due to YouTube’s 

rules, only a summary  of the upper build 

is available there.  The complete upper 

build process is available on Patreon.  In 

the next video, we will move on to ma-

chining the 80% lower.   

LR-308 Build Update 

#longhairforfreedom 

Since the world still has not returned to 

the “old normal,” #longhairforfreedom 

is still going strong. Unfortunately, I was 

unable to get my single hair cut in Sep-

tember, so we will try again this month. 

Meltdown (continued) 
the big box store and spend big bucks for a name brand computer that could 

edit videos… no, we decided to go the DIY route.  After reviewing many PC 

building videos from the likes of Linus Tech Tips, Tech Notice, and Matt Who-

isMatt Johnson,  we ordered up all the parts needed to make a proper video 

editing desktop computer.   

After a couple of challenges, including receiving a banged up case the first 

time around, and a used case the second time around (which actually 

worked out), it all went together.  Fortunately, the power supply was smart-

er than the builder, and it wouldn’t apply power until all the connections to 

the motherboard were properly made.  The builder’s eyes aren’t as good as 

they  once were, so some pin connectors ended up on the wrong pins.  Once 

that mistake was rectified, she fired up like a champ.  With the new box up 

and running,  the Part 2 footage was able to be processed.  Now, Im4Rights 

will be able to get videos out on a more frequent basis. 

Before After 

Tom with the finished LR-308 upper 

assembly.  Next up, milling the 80% 

lower receiver.  Stay tuned! 
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